
Are you frustrated only being able
to compare Apples and Pears?

Assessment of children’s progress across all the schools in your Multi-Academy Trust is one of the
most significant challenges facing Senior Leadership Teams today. It comes at a substantial cost yet
does not give you the information you need to gain the insights to make robust decisions. There is
no shortage of data available, however:

The trouble is you are not convinced the data is reliable
Different schools are using different assessment providers
Assessments take place at different times of the academic year
These assessments are only a snapshot in time

You really are left comparing apples with pears when it comes to assessment data across your schools.

What is Maths-Age?
Maths Age is Whizz’s international metric, used to measure
students’ attainment in mathematics. It is analogous to reading
age and has a natural interpretation: a student with a Maths
Age of 9.50 has the maths knowledge expected of a nine and
a half-year-old, according to a set of maths curriculum
standards specified by Whizz’s expert educationalists. Maths
Age is used as a relative measure to compare student or group
attainment across any geography and over time.

What if there was an education consultancy who could
provide you with:
1 Real-time, continuous formative assessment

2 The same reporting quality across every school in your Trust

3 A standard learning metric that benchmarks every student in your schools

This is where Whizz Education comes to the rescue with the continuous learning data
generated by our virtual adaptive tutoring service, which uses our internationally recognised and
validated learning metric, Maths Age.

Contact your education partner accountable for learning outcomes

www.whizz.com
elaine.smith@whizz.com
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Delivering Learning Recovery
Effectively with Demonstrable ROI

Isn’t that precisely what you and your colleagues strive to do for the effective management of
your Trust?

Given the chaos caused to education throughout the pandemic, it was inevitable that students
would struggle as the government demanded schools open, close, and then open again.

In a typical academic year, the abilities of the incoming Year 7 cohort vary; after 18-months of
disruption, the variance is extraordinary, presenting teachers with an even more significant
challenge.

You want a solution that gives you reliable learning data, a bespoke consultative process that
takes into account the unique context of each of your schools, and a service that rapidly
recovers lost learning experienced by your students during the pandemic.

Whizz Education has more than 17-years’ experience of partnering with schools across the UK,
in the poorest and the wealthiest communities, from state-run schools to private schools. Beyond
our borders, we partner with schools in Kenya, across the Democratic Republic of Congo, to
private international schools worldwide.

Each of those implementations was a consultative process during which established outcomes;
implementation plans were created and executed, which deliver learning gains, reliable data, and
continuous assessment, allowing you to perform your role as a MAT leader effectively. Armed
with this information from Whizz Education, it is likely that more schools will want to join your Trust.

Contact your education partner accountable for learning outcomes

www.whizz.com
elaine.smith@whizz.com

7,000+ Schools
40,000+ Teachers upskilled
1,500,000+ Students tutored

21 Countries

Whizz Education has experience in providing
education consultancy services:


